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NEW LASTING MACHINE. 

It would be difficult to name an industry in which me
chanical skill and invention have produced such marked 
effects as in the manufacture of shoes. The cuttini!' of the 
uppers, soles, and heels, the treeing, pegging, sti1.ching, fin

bottom up, the last having an insole already tacked: plate, A, is then lowered to the full extent, and the clamps, 
on the bottom. The last is then placed bottom up in ; F, are adjusted so as to grasp the upper leather all around the 
the seat, so that the pin (Fig. 3) enters the corre'l edge, first grasping at the center at the heel, then at the 
sponding hole in the last, the toe of the last resting in a'. center at the toe, and then, at proper distances apart, ail 
curved seat, supported by the adjustable standard. The : around the upper. The holding bolt is then forced down 

ishing, and eyeleting, are all done by machinery, 
and many of the minor operations in the manu
facture of shoes are accomplished by improved 
tools which greatly facilitate the work and cheap 
en the cost of manufacture. B,ut hitherto lasting 
has been principally done by hand, making it a 
comparati vely slow operation. 

Eta. R. 

upon the last, holding the last firmly down on 
the seat. The plate. A, is then drawn up by 
turning the shaft, C, pulling up the damps, 
E, and consequently the upper leather, closely to 
the last at every point alike. The last being 
firmly held down, all the surplus leather of the 
upper leather is then above the bottom of tlJe 
last. TlJe I(,vers, I, are now closed, pressing the 
upper leather to the shape of the last all around 
the bottom about the insole. 

We give an engraving of a machine recently 
patented by Mr. S. B. Ellithorp, of Rochester, 
N. Y., for accomplishing this work with rapidity 
and uniformity. The machine is equally well 
ada pted to boots an d shoes, and it is so clearly 
shown in our engraving that any one familiar 
with boot and shoe machinery will be able to un
derstand it without reference to the description. 

The frame of the machine is made of the base 
and top pieces, connected by vertical iron rods at 
the corners. The plates, A, are £uspended by 
connecting rods from levers, B, pivotfld .at the 
top of the frame, and the levers are cnnnected 
with arms on the rockshafts, 
C, so that w hen the latter are 
partly rotated the plates will 
be raised or lowered more or 
less. 

The plate, A, carries a 
number of adjustable hooks, 
E, provided with nippers or 
clamps. F, which grasp the 
edges of the uppers surrQund
ing the lasts, G. 

The machine shown in the 
engraving holds two laRts, 
and is capable of lasting two 
uppers simultaneously. In 
the present case the uppers 
are omitted in the first half 
of the apparatus to avoid con
fusion in referring to the dif
ferent parts. Two levers, I I. 
are provided for each last. 
They are pivoted to a stand
ard in front, and are elongat
ed at. the opposite extremity, 
forming handles which are 
brought together and re
tained by a link after the op
eration of stretching the up
pers has been performed. 

The lasts are held down 
upon their seats by screws, K, 

passing clown through nuts 
in the top of the frame and 
bearing upon the center of the 
lasts. 

The stanct"ards which sup· 
port the la 3t seats are made 
adjustable, so that they may 
be raised 0'1' lowered for dif
f erent sizes of shoes ancl for 
boots. 

The devices which hold the 
last render it adjustable in 
every direction, so that a last 
of any size may be used in 
the machine. The hooks on 
which the nippers are hung 
are capable of being adjustecl, 
and the screw that holds the 
last down may be adjusted 
so as to press upon any part 
of the last. 

The shafts, C, are provided 
with hand wheels, J, and with 
levers, by which they may be 
turned so as to bring any 
clesired amount of strain 
upon the leather. 

To last a boot or shoe on 
this machine the upper leather 
that has been prepared for 

lasting is turned bottom up 

and the last inserted therein 
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A gathering cord is then placed about the 
upper leather and, drawn tight. The cord is again 
pulled and secu red, and the boot or shoe is then 
lasted ready for tacking, which may be done in 
the machine while the last rests on the seat. on 
opening the levers; or the boot or shoe may be 
removed and then tacked. 

It has been supposed by some that there were 
mechanical obstacles tbat rendered it impossible 
to last boots or shoes by macbinery. Such obsta· 

cles, if there were any, have 
been successfully overcome 
by this invention, by which 
boots or shoes of all grades 
of stock may be lasted in a 

--

manner far superior to hand 
work. 

This machine is simple and 
easy t 0 operate; a girl or boy 
can operate it and do better 
work than is usually done by 
hand. 

To produce a handsome 
boot or Bhoe and a good fit 
it must be perfectly lasted; 
this every practical man in 
the trade admits; and it is 
equally true that not one pair 
in ten is properly lasted. 

The inventor says that with 
this machine it is hardly pos
sible to last a boot or shoe 
imperfectly. It will do per
fect work with all kinds of 
stock, and it may be operated 
by hand or power. 

Further information in re
gard to th is useful invention 
may be obtaine d  by address
ing the inventor as above. 

Tbe Divl810n of the {ioml't 
Doubted. 

Owing to the persistent bad 
weather and the rapid retreat 
of the comet into space it is 
to be fearc:d that the question 
of the cOlllet's spontaneous 
division on the night of July 
6, as reported by Professors 
Stone and Wilson, at Cincin
nati, will not he satiBfactorily 
settled. The astronomers of 
the observatory at. Washing
ton saw a great dist urbance 
in the coma about the nu
cleus of the comet the same 
night, and a paltial separa
tion, which might appear as 
a complete division in the 
less powerful glass employed 
at Cincinnati. Other astro
nomers are confident that no 
division of the nucleus oc
curred. 

Unfortunately, as already 
Lotieed, the atmospbere has 
since been very unfavorable 
for such observations, and 
the question threatens to go 
undecided until the comet 
eom()s back again-if it ever 
returns. 
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